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Abstract—One of the emerging concept in micro data protection is k-anonymity. It permits to assess the risk of disclosure for a data set protected with micro aggregation. Suppose if John owns a k-anonymous database and Kevin wants to insert his own tuple. After insertion if Kevin checks the whole database to find out whether anonymity is maintained or not it will violate confidentiality maintained by John. On the other hand if John checks Kevin’s data it will violate privacy. The problem is checking k-anonymity of the database without letting John and Kevin know content of tuple and database. In this paper we propose two protocols namely generalization-based and suppression based k-anonymous and confidential databases. These protocols rely on cryptographic assumptions.

Index Terms—privacy, anonymity, generalization, Suppression, confidentiality, disclosure.

I. INTRODUCTION
Today’s globally networked society places great demand on the collection and sharing of person-specific data for many new uses. This happens at a time when more and more historically public information is also electronically available. Database is an important asset for many applications and their security is crucial. Data confidentiality is particularly relevant because of the value, often not only monetary, that data have. For example, medical data collected by following the history of patients over several years may represent an invaluable asset that needs to be adequately protected. Such a requirement has motivated a large variety of approaches aiming at better protecting data confidentiality and data ownership. Relevant approaches include query processing techniques for encrypted data and data watermarking techniques. Data confidentiality is not, however, the only requirement that needs to be addressed.

Today there is an increased concern for privacy. The availability of huge numbers of databases recording a large variety of information about individuals makes it possible to discover information about specific individuals by simply correlating all the available databases. Although confidentiality and privacy are often used as synonyms, they are different concepts: data confidentiality is about the difficulty by an unauthorized user to learn anything about data stored in the database. Usually, confidentiality is achieved by enforcing an access policy, or possibly by using some cryptographic tools. Privacy relates to what data can be safely disclosed without leaking sensitive information.

A release of data is said to adhere to k-anonymity if each released record has at least (k-1) other records also visible in the release whose values are indistinguishable over a special set of fields called the quasi-identifier. The quasi-identifier contains those fields that are likely to appear in other known data sets. Therefore, k-anonymity provides privacy protection by guaranteeing that each record relates to at least k individuals even if the released records are directly linked (or matched) to external information.

The operation of updating such a database, e.g., by inserting a tuple containing information about a given individual, introduces two problems concerning both the anonymity and confidentiality of the data stored in the database and the privacy of the individual to whom the data to be inserted are related: 1) Is the updated database still privacy preserving? and 2) Does the database owner need to know the data to be inserted? Clearly, the two problems are related in the sense that they can be combined into the following problem: can the database owner decide if the updated database still preserves privacy of individuals without directly knowing the new data to be inserted? The answer we give in this work is affirmative.
In this paper Section II describes existing system. Section III describes the proposed model. Section IV describes the primitives and notations used. Section V describes cryptographic primitives. Section VI describes the architecture of the proposed system and experimental results. Section VII describes an overall description of proposed system, various issues and future enhancement.

II. EXISTING SYSTEM
The first research direction deals with algorithms for database anonymization. The idea of protecting databases through data suppression or data perturbation has been extensively investigated in the area of statistical databases [1]. Relevant work has been carried out by Sweeney [32], who initially proposed the notion of k-anonymity for databases in the context of medical data, and by Aggarwal et al. [2], who have developed complexity results concerning algorithms for k-anonymization. The problem of computing a k-anonymization of a set of tuples while maintaining the confidentiality of their content is addressed by Zhong et al. [35]. However, these proposals do not deal with the problem of private updates to k-anonymous databases. The problem of protecting the privacy of time varying data have recently spurred an intense research activity which can be roughly divided into two broad groups depending on whether data are continuously released in a stream and anonymized in an online fashion, or data are produced in different releases and subsequently anonymized in order to prevent correlations among different releases. Relevant work in this directions include [9], [14], [18], [21], and [34].

The second research direction is related to Secure Multiparty Computation (SMC) techniques. SMC represents an important class of techniques widely investigated in the area of cryptography. General techniques for performing secure computations are today available [16]. However, these techniques generally are not efficient. Such shortcomings have motivated further research in order to devise more efficient protocols for particular problems. Of particular relevance for data management are the techniques presented in [3], [13], in which the authors address the problems of efficiently and privately computing set intersection and database oriented operations, such as joins.

The third research direction is related to the area of private information retrieval, which can be seen as an application of the secure multiparty computation techniques to the area of data management. Here, the focus is to devise efficient techniques for posing

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this paper in order to preserve privacy and confidentiality two protocols namely generalization and suppression is used. Fig. 1 captures the main participating parties in our application domain. We assume that the information concerning a single patient (or data provider) is stored in a single tuple, and DB is kept confidentially at the server. The users in Fig. 1 can be treated as medical researchers who have the access to DB. Since DB is anonymous, the data provider’s privacy is protected from these researchers. As mentioned before, since DB contains privacy-sensitive data, one main concern is to protect the privacy of patients. Such task is guaranteed through the use of anonymization. Intuitively, if the database DB is anonymous, it is not possible to infer the patients’ identities from the information contained in DB. This is achieved by blending information about patients. See Section 3 for a precise definition. Suppose now that a new patient has to be treated. Obviously, this means that the database has to be updated in order to store the tuple containing the medical data of this patient. Fig 1. Anonymous database system

![Anonymous database system diagram](image)

Table 1: Anonymous Database System Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anonymous authentication</th>
<th>Anonymous update</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data providers</td>
<td>Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymous connection</td>
<td>Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>k-Anonymous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Anonymous Database System.
Fig. 1 summarizes the various phases of comprehensive approach to the problem of anonymous updates to confidential databases, while Table 1 summarizes the required techniques and identifies the role of our techniques in such approach.

IV. BASIC PRIMITIVES

We consider a table \( T \{t_1; \ldots; t_n \} \) over the attribute set \( A \). The idea is to form subsets of indistinguishable tuples by masking the values of some well-chosen attributes. In particular, when using a suppression-based anonymization method, we mask with the special value, the value deployed by Kevin for the anonymization. When using a generalization-based anonymization method, original values are replaced by more general ones, according to a priori established VGH.

1. Quasi-Identifier (QI): A set of attributes that can be used with certain external information to identify a specific individual.
2. \( T[QI] \): \( T[QI] \) is the projection of \( T \) to the set of attributes contained in \( QI \).

With respect to suppression-based anonymization [23], [32] QI can be classified into two subsets: suppressed attributes and nonsuppressed attributes.

Suppose \( QI = \{\text{AREA, POSITION, SALARY} \} \), Table 3 shows a suppression based k-anonymization with \( k = 2 \). Choosing the suppressed attributes for every tuple of \( T \) is referred as the anonymization problem, and finding the anonymization that minimizes the number of masked values is an NP-hard problem.

![Fig. 2. Value Generalization Hierarchies](image-url)
For generalization-based anonymization [32], we assume that each attribute value can be mapped to a more general value. The main step in most generalization-based k-anonymity protocols is to replace a specific value with a more general value. For instance, Fig. 2 contains VGHs for attributes AREA, POSITION, and SALARY. According to the VGH of AREA, we say that the value “Data Mining” can be generalized to “Database Systems”. (Suppression can be viewed as an extreme form of generalization, in which the generalized attributes cannot be further generalized.) Let T refer to Table 4 and QI = {AREA, POSITION, SALARY}. Then T (T[QI]) satisfies 2-anonymity. According to the three VGHs, it is easy to verify that the original data represented by Table 2 can be generalized to T. When T is k-anonymous, we can delete duplicate tuples, and we call the resulting set the witness set of T. Table 5 represents a witness set of Table 4.

V.CRYPTOGRAPHIC PRIMITIVES

The protocol in Section 4 uses a commutative, product homomorphic encryption scheme E. Loosely speaking, a commutative, product-homomorphic encryption scheme ensures that the order in which encryptions are performed is irrelevant (commutativity) and it allows to consistently perform arithmetic operations over encrypted data (homomorphic property). Further, for the security proofs we require that the encryption scheme E satisfies the indistinguishability property. We extend the definition of commutative, indistinguishable encryption scheme presented in [3], in order to obtain an encryption scheme which also product-homomorphic. Given a finite set K of keys and a finite domain D, commutative, product homomorphic encryption scheme E is a polynomial time computable function E : K*D->D satisfying the following properties:

A. Commutativity
For all key pairs K1, K2 ∈ K and value d ∈ D, the following equality holds
Ek1(Ek2(d)) = Ek2(Ek1(d)) (1)

B. Product-homomorphism
For every K ∈ K and every value pairs d1, d2 ∈ D, the following equality holds:
Ek(d1).Ek(d2) = Ek(d1,d2) (2)

C. Indistinguishability
It is infeasible to distinguish an encryption from a randomly chosen value in the same domain and having the same length. In other words, it is infeasible for an adversary, with finite computational capability, to extract information about a plain text from the cipher text.

VI.Architecture and Experimental Result

Our prototype of a Private Checker is composed by the following modules: a crypto module that is in charge of encrypting all the tuples exchanged between an user and the Private Updater, using the techniques exposed. The checker module that performs all the controls, as prescribed by generalization and suppression. The loader module that reads chunks of anonymized tuples from the k-anonymous DB. The chunk size is fixed in order to minimize the network overload.

In Fig. 3 such modules are represented along with labeled arrows denoting what information are exchanged among them. Note that the functionality provided by the Private Checker prototype regards the check on whether the tuple insertion into the k-anonymous DB is possible. We do not address the issue of actually inserting a properly anonymized version of the tuple. The information flow across the above mentioned modules is as follows: after an initial setup phase in which the user and the Private Checker prototype exchange public values for correctly performing the subsequent cryptographic operations. If none of the tuples in the chunk matches the User tuple, then the loader reads another chunk of tuples from the k-anonymous DB. Note the communication between the prototype and User is mediated by an anonymizer (like Crowds, not shown in figure) and that all the tuples are encrypted.
We report the average execution times (expressed in milliseconds) of suppression and generalization, respectively, in figures 4 and 5. The experiments confirm the fact that the time spent by both protocols in testing whether the tuple can be safely inserted in the anonymized database decreases as the value of k increases. Intuitively, this is due to the fact that the larger the k is, the smaller the witness set. Fewer are the partitions in which table T is divided. Consequently, fewer protocol runs are needed to check whether the update can be made. Further, we report that the experiments confirm the fact that the execution times of of Protocols grow as dataset size=k. That is, each protocol has to check the anonymized tuple to be inserted against every witness in the worst case, and the larger the parameter k is, the fewer the witnesses are.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented two secure protocols for privately checking whether a k-anonymous database retains its anonymity once a new tuple is being inserted to it. Since the proposed protocols ensure the updated database remains k-anonymous, the results returned from a user’s (or a medical researcher’s) query are also k-anonymous. Thus, the patient or the data provider’s privacy cannot be violated from any query. As long as the database is updated properly using the proposed protocols, the user queries under our application domain are always privacy-preserving.

In order for a database system to effectively perform privacy preserving updates to a k-anonymous table, generalization and suppression are necessary but clearly not sufficient. Concerning the actual execution of the database update, once the system has verified that the user’s tuple can be safely inserted to the database without compromising k-anonymity, the user is required to send to the Private Updater the non-anonymous attributes’ values to be stored in the k-anonymous database as well. The deployment of an anonymity system ensures that the system cannot associate the sender of the tuple with the subject who made the corresponding insertion’s request. In case of malicious environment k-anonymous system will not work properly. Implementing a real-world anonymous database system is difficult. We believe that all these issues are very important and worthwhile to be pursued in the future.
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